
 

 
 

TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS              05 MAY 2014 

 
Lesson Description 

In this lesson we: 

 Investigate the effect of the parameters a; b; p; q on the parent trig parent graphs 

o if                                   
o If                                
o If                                

 Draw selected trig functions which undergo the following transformations: 
o Amplitude 
o Period 
o Vertical and Horizontal shifts 

 
Summary 

1. Change in Amplitude 

The curve y = a sin x 

 

  



 

 
 

2. Change in Period 

 

 

  



 

 
 

3. Vertical Shift 

The curve y = sin x + q 

 

4. Horizontal Shift 

The curve y = cos (x + p) 

 



 

 
 

 
Test Yourself 

Question 1 

The graph of xxf sin2)(   is drawn below. 
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1.1 Write down the period of  f. 

1.2 Write down the amplitude of   h  if  )(xh
4

)(xf
. 

1.3 Draw the graph of  )30cos()(  xxg  for ]180;180[ x  on the same grid 

Question 2 

Consider the functions defined by xxf 2sin)(   and xxg tan)(
2

1  for  180;90[x ] 

Sketch the graphs of f  and  g  on the same system of axes. 

Question 3 

Consider the following functions:   
2

tan)(andsin1)( xxgxxf  ,   if  )180;90[ x    

Sketch the graphs of f  and  g. Fill in the coordinates of all maxima, minima and endpoints. 

Question 4 

On the system of axes, sketch the following graphs: 

)30sin()(   andcos2)(  xxgxxf , for  ].180;180[ x  

Show the intercepts on the axes and the coordinates of any turning points and endpoints.  

  



 

 
 

Question 5 

The graph of f(x) = sin 3 x is drawn below for x   [-90° ; 180°]. 

 
a.) Write down the period of f. 
b.) Write down the solutions for sin 3x = -1 on the interval [-90°; 180°]. 
c.) Give the maximum value of h if h(x) = f(x) – 1. 

Question 6 

 

Given the graph of xxf cos)(   which passes through the turning point );( baP  

6.1 Write down the values of a  and b  

6.2 Write down the coordinates of P if xxg cos2)(   

6.3 a) Write down the coordinates of P if xxh 2cos)(   

b) Give the period of h . 

  

  



 

 
 

6.4 a) Write down the coordinates of P if 2cos)(  xxk  

b) Describe the transformation which f underwent to get k  

6.5 Write down the coordinates of P if )30cos()(  xxp  

 
Improve your Skills 

Question 1 

Use the parent graph features of        to sketch         

Period: 

Intervals between x-intercepts and turning points: 

Sequence of y-values in the period: 

Question 2 

Use the parent graph features of        to sketch               

Transformation: 

Period: 

Intervals between x-intercepts and turning points: 

Sequence of y-values in the period: 

Question 3 

The graphs of f(x) = sin(x + 30°) and g(x) = -2cosx for -90°≤ x ≤ 180° are give below. 

The graphs intersect at point P and point Q. 

 
3.1 Calculate f(0) – g(0) 

3.2 For which values of x will f(x) ≥ g(x)? 

3.2 Graph h is obtained by the following transformation of g: h(x) = 2f(x + 60°). 

 Describe the relationship between g and h. 


